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Hi My name is Aaron Meneghini and I live at 5 Coleen St Yallambie.
Our family consists of my wife
myself, our beautiful daughter
who is 4 and little
who is 1. Sorry I forgot our two dogs Spoodie and Cooper. We have lived in our home
at 5 Coleen St since 2007. It has had one owner prior to us, my grandfather, which is very
significant to us. Some of the main reasons that we were attracted to this location is
because of the close proximity to schools and the nice reserve a few doors down the hill and
did not expect to be in the situation we find ourselves in today. In our time here we have
poured our heart and soul into creating a beautiful family home, just as we wanted it, in a
location we loved, to raise our family.
On Nov 23 2017 we were visited by government representatives and given a letter which
stated ‘your property is within the area where north east link could be built. This means
your property may be required for construction’. Since then we have really struggled not
knowing where our family’s future was headed. In April we were advised that our house is
no longer inside the project /construction footprint and therefore will not need to be
compulsorily acquired. It is however adjoining the indicative area of potential construction
compound (as outlined in the Environment Effects Statement map book). This compound
runs along our western boundary, the same boundary our house is built to. To be totally
honest we are not happy at all.
The Construction phase of the north east link will severely impact our everyday life and
livelihood. I am afraid that our once in a lifetime experience of raising young kids, a stage in
life that we should be cherishing and creating memories to last our lifetime, will be taken
away from us. Not only am I saddened by this but I am concerned about the health and
welfare of our family. I also run a successful business from home which I fear will be
severely impacted also. Below I have listed our concerns in dot point, plain and simple, for
you to please consider.






It concerns us that we have been told that our area of the project is very likely to
change before the project is awarded and commences. We have found it annoying
that we are making a submission on a section of the project which will more than
likely change. When it does change, are we going to have another chance to voice
our concerns about the alternative design? Will the alternative designs be available
for us to digest and comment on before unknown impacts are inflicted?
The compound boundary adjoins our title boundary. Our kid’s bedrooms will be 1m
away from whatever construction activities are undertaken here. We know from the
EES design and discussions we have had with the North East Link Project
representatives, Borlase Reserve is a site for cut and cover tunnel as well as potential
launch site for the TBM. Both are the highest impacts in construction and our home
is metres from it.
The Map on sheet 14 of Map book ‐ Horizontal Alignment Part 1 shows the project
boundary and the indicative area of potential construction compound follow along
the western boundary of 4 Coleen St straight across Coleen St to our front and
eastern boundaries then across our front boundary and continue down our western
boundary. If this is correct our driveway and crossover will be cut off and rendered























useless, front yard will be fenced in and cut off and our property will be adjoining the
compound boundary on two sides. Why the project boundary didn’t continue down
our eastern boundary including our property within the project boundary does not
make sense to us. To whom did this seem like a good idea?
Our family will be exposed to unknown amounts of dust, noise, vibration etc. for a
very long period.
suffers from
and this is very concerning for us.
Noise is a massive concern.
The proposed northern launch site concerns us.
The storage and treatment of spoil, including possible contaminated soil and
groundwater right next door to our house, concerns us.
The constant removal of spoil via trucks for a very long time concerns us.
The constant road closures concerns us.
The advantage of living in close proximity to child care centres and schools may not
be of benefit anymore. Travel to and from will no longer be easy. Current travel time
to child care is 7 minutes. We don’t really want to send our kids to a child care centre
or school in such close proximity to such a massive construction zone, given the air
pollutants, noise and difficulty traveling to and from.
The timeline of this construction will be too long for us to try to live with every day.
Hours of operation within the work compound concerns us.
Construction lighting for night works.
Movement and damage to our house or property due to the construction works
concerns us.
The close proximity of the finished tunnels to our property concerns us.
Access to our house will be severely hampered. Under the current proposal Coleen
St will be cut off at our western boundary. All traffic in a triangle from Borlase
reserve to Lower Plenty Rd to Coleen reserve near Crew Street will have to exit
through the intersection at Crew St and Lower plenty Rd. This is approx. over 130
households. Some of these households may have more than 1 car being used. (See
attached photo of existing morning traffic exiting Crew St to Lower Plenty). The
distance from the traffic lights to Coleen St is approx. 60m. This intersection is also
used by residents on the back‐side of Coleen reserve, the defence force and
residents from Streeton Views housing estate. This intersection may not cope with
this extra load.
Access around our property from the time when neighbouring properties are
acquired and throughout construction concerns us a great deal. Appropriate
measures need to be taken to ensure that nobody can gain access between the
compound boundary and our western boundary through to Kay Crt.
Our business will be directly impacted as deliveries are usually taken every day.
Road closures and road works concerns us.
Construction trucks and traffic concern us.
A significant amount of our businesses work is a direct result of through traffic
passing by our house and noticing our business advertised on our truck. With the
construction compound and Coleen St being cut off, this will no longer happen.











Our driveway will become the U‐turn point for people who try to drive down our
street and realize that it is no longer a through rd.
I am sometimes required to work night shift and having a construction compound as
a neighbour is going to be difficult.
Surface water concerns me, both during construction and on completion of the
project. During our time here I have witnessed Banyule creek swell up over Borlase
St up into the front yard of the houses that front the reserve several times. Drysdale
St often has water across the surface of the road. Water sometimes runs down our
street like a river. Banyule creek picks up a lot of water coming from up in the army
barracks and the surrounding area up around the back of our house. How will this be
diverted so that it will not enter the launch site and construction compound during
the years of building and yet not flood back up to my property? Also, upon
completion will this still be a risk with the flood walls in place? Will our house be
affected? Will it now lay in a flood zone? This is a big concern as I don’t want any
impacts on insurance of my home and contents.
The air quality and location of ventilation shafts after completion.
During the level crossing removal at Rosanna station there was a lot of work
happening in Borlase reserve. During this time we had 1 brown snake and 1 tiger
snake show up in our back yard. Should we expect more displaced reptiles showing
up in our back yard over the years of construction?
Loosing the trees, birds, and the things that make our area beautiful is very sad for
all of us.
Every night for the last 5 years we get the dogs ready, along with the kids now too,
and head down to Borlase reserve to have a play and run around. Soon we will be
unable to enjoy this activity and the part of our area that drew us here in the first
place.
Taking all of the above impacts into consideration along with the stress our family is
about to continue enduring for the next 7 years, I believe it would be reasonable and
just for our property to be acquired.

